
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

475 ALLENDALE ROAD
KING OF PRUSSIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19406-1415

March 5, 2001

Docket No. 04008778 License No. SMB-1393

Mr. Rick G. Horn
Site Manager
Molycorp, Inc.
Washington, PA
300 Caldwell Avenue
Washington, PA 15301

SUBJECT: INSPECTION 04008778/2000001, MOLYCORP, INC., WASHINGTON,
PENNSYLVANIA

Dear Mr. Horn:

On November 20, 2000- February 1, 2001, Craig Gordon of this office conducted a safety
inspection at the above address of activities authorized by the above listed NRC license. The
inspection was an examination of your licensed activities as they relate to radiation safety and
to compliance with the Commission’s regulations and the license conditions. The inspection
consisted of observations by the inspector, interviews with personnel, and a selected
examination of representative records. The findings of the inspection were discussed with Mr.
George Dawes, Radiation Safety Officer at the conclusion of the inspection.

Within the scope of this inspection, no violations were identified.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790, a copy of this letter will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room and will be accessible from the NRC Web site at
http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/ADAMS/index.html. No reply to this letter is required.

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Original signed by Ronald R. Bellamy

Ronald R. Bellamy, Chief
Decommissioning and Laboratory Branch
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety

cc:
George W. Dawes, Radiation Safety Officer
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Molycorp, Inc.
NRC Inspection Report No. 04008778/2000001

The inspection was conducted to review and monitor arrangements for packaging, loading, and
shipment of contaminated soil. Soil from the slag pile and approximately 180 rolloff containers
was removed and transported by rail to the Envirocare, Utah waste facility. Overall
management of the soil removal project was provided by Molycorp staff. The licensee’s
contractor performed onsite activities and maintained appropriate radiation control measures.
No concerns related either to radiation controls during packaging and loading or transportation
of materials were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

I. Facilities, Equipment, and Radiation Worker Control

a. Inspection Scope

To determine whether the licensee’s activities to control contamination associated with
facilities and equipment used during the initial decommissioning phase were performed
in accordance with the approved Decommissioning Plan.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspection was conducted to review and monitor arrangements for packaging,
loading, and shipment of contaminated material. Over a four month period beginning
mid-October 2000, two soil removal activities were observed.

The licensee initiated implementation of the Decommissioning Plan by removal of
contaminated soil stored in rolloff containers, and secondly the slag pile. Rolloff
containers with material previously recovered from the adjacent (Findlay) property and
stored onsite were emptied and transferred to intermodal containers for shipment by rail
to the Envirocare, Utah waste facility. Subsequently, contaminated soil in the slag pile
was excavated to grade, also placed into intermodal containers, then transferred by
truck to a railcar loading area for offsite transport to Envirocare.

Initial plans to transfer material from rolloff containers (boxes) to rail cars were changed
when the licensee found that the material had solidified after several years of storage.
Instead, a bermed dumping area was defined in which the material was loosened and
removed from each container by backhoe. Material was placed on the ground,
transferred into dump trucks, then taken to the tent-enclosed rail car area for loading
into intermodal containers. Slag pile material was removed by backhoe and directly
loaded into intermodals. Radiation surveys were performed throughout each step in the
process. Water sprays were used to control any airborne material resulting from the
operation. After the tent was dissassembled, filled containers were moved from the slag
pile area to the rail car loading area.

Remediation activities were performed by the decommissioning contractor with
appropriate oversight maintained by the plant manager and Radiation Safety Officer
(RSO). The inspector observed the licensee’s radiation safety practices (as described
in the contractor’s radiation protection procedures) associated with transfer operations
for contaminated soil. Inspection was performed of removal of soil from rolloff boxes
and slag pile, the backhoe loading of soil, transfer of materials to the designated rail car
loading area, and crane loading of intermodal containers onto rail cars.

Radiation work permits (RWP) were prepared for activities involving possible
contamination and airborne radiation exposure. Radiation protection procedures used in
the field provided proper controls for workers. Depending on the type of work activity,
consideration in RWPs was given to air sampling, contamination surveys, protective
clothing for contamination control, exposure limits, and designation of radiation control
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staff at work locations to perform radiation surveys and monitor worker exposure.
Interviews with the RSO and health physics (contractor) support staff indicated that
RWPs were reviewed with workers prior to beginning work and were followed while work
was in progress.

Review of air sampling results taken from the pile worksite, decontamination rolloff box
area, rolloff box pads, and railcar tent/loading area showed gross alpha and beta
activities less than minimal detectable levels of radioactivity. Dosimetry reports
indicated worker exposures were well within regulatory requirements for all activities.
Measurements taken by the inspector indicated background radiation levels (6-10 �R/hr)
at locations where rolloff containers were offloaded and reloaded, and 60-200 �R/hr
(highest reading at a single location was about 1100 �R/hr) at the excavated pile area.

Activities associated with release of rolloff boxes were discussed and reviewed with
licensee staff. Boxes were emptied, cleaned, and surveyed for contamination prior to
being sold. Survey reports of direct radiation scans and smear surveys for rolloff boxes
did not identify residual contamination prior to release. Direct scans by the inspector of
containers ready for release confirmed that readings were at background levels.

c. Conclusions

From interviews with licensee workers and contract staff, record reviews, observation of
work activities in progress, and independent measurements, no concerns were identified
with transfers of contaminated material or control of worker exposures.

II. Transportation of Wastes

a. Inspection Scope

To determine whether the licensee is maintaining adequate waste management controls
related to release and transportation of contaminated soil.

b. Observations and Findings

The inspector observed activities related to radwaste loading and transfer, reviewed
waste manifests, and discussed transportation arrangements with individuals assigned
responsibility for waste packaging and shipment tracking.

During the waste removal project, the licensee provided NRC with weekly status reports
which summarized daily waste shipment activities. Included in reports were number of
intermodal containers loaded onto railcars and shipped, incoming package surveys,
number of rolloff boxes prepared and released for unrestricted use, cumulative summary
of weight and volume of shipped soil, and planned activities for the upcoming week.
Status reports enabled NRC to maintain current awareness of waste removal and
transportation activities throughout the period.
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Crane loading of intermodal containers onto railcars was observed to be well organized,
with health physics coverage maintained throughout loading activities. Individual
containers were properly marked and surveyed. Manifests of inventories sent to
Envirocare outlined daily rail shipments of three railcars each loaded with six
intermodals (18/day). Review of waste mainfests indicated that soil radionuclide
characterization and container information shown on shipping forms was complete and
in order.

Checklist acknowledgment forms were provided by Envirocare upon receipt of
shipments. One nonconformance was identified regarding a shipment which arrived at
Envirocare without a railcar interior liner fully intact. The licensee developed an action
plan which identified root causes, corrective actions, and revised final inspection
procedures by requiring the contractor RSO to verify proper loading prior to shipment.
The corrective action plan appeared acceptable.

c. Conclusions

Loading and transportation of waste was found to be performed in accordance with the
Decommissioning Plan. No concerns were identified.

III. Exit Meeting

The inspector met with the Radiation Safety Officer at the conclusion of each site visit to
summarize and discuss preliminary findings. At the close of the inspection period on
February 1, 2001, overall findings were presented to the RSO. The RSO acknowledged
the findings.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

G. Dawes, RSO
R. Horn, Site Manager

Radiological Services Inc.

C. Baldwin, Radwaste Manager
J. Korona, Health Physics Technician
C. Mathews, RSO
S. Mathews, Health Physics Technician


